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Navigate to the 
Create Page

Creating an Initiative

Enter in all your 
information

Select “Initiatives” Tap “Create” It should look like this:

Give it a name & success def. Select end date and cadence
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Set your initiative as 
a “Featured Item” 

(space admins)

Ini$a$ves	   are	   a	  way	   of	   helping	   you	   set	   and	   obtain	   SMART	   goals.	   Ini$a$ves	   help	   you	   stay	  
disciplined	   by	   promp$ng	   you	   to	   update	   the	   status	   on	   a	   $med	   schedule	   and	   push	   you	   to	  
communicate	   more	   frequently.	   Callibrain	   is	   designed	   to	   provide	   transparency	   and	   clear	  
communica$on	  between	  the	  ini$a$ve	  creator,	  owner	  and	  team	  members.

For more help with spaces, check out the initiative tutorial video:  
Callibrain Tutorials: Initiatives

Select a space 
& add an owner 
or collaborator

Choose your space Add the owner or collaborator

Find your initiative Select “Edit”

Select “Set as Featured Item”Find your initiative

Edit Your Initiative 
In case you forgot 

something

Edit info or attach other items

It should now be in Featured

http://callibrain.com/2013/08/07/callibrain-admin-tutorial-initiatives/
http://callibrain.com/2013/08/07/callibrain-admin-tutorial-initiatives/


Tips for making initiatives efficient:!"
• Clone similar initiatives!
• Give collaborators edit privileges !
• Use metrics and milestones to measure progress!
• Attach metrics associated with the initiative!
• Set expectations clearly! "

Frequently Asked Questions:!"
What are featured items? !
Featured items are items that members (of spaces) with edit privileges set. These items show 
up on the dashboard of every member within that particular space.""
Is it hard to remove a featured initiative once it has been set? !
Not at all. Just go to the initiative, tap the wrench and select “Remove Featured Item” on the 
menu.""
I’m a collaborator on an initiative and we are done with it, but it won’t let me delete it.!
Only the owner can delete the initiative. This helps prevent any discrepancies. ""
Can I create an initiative and make someone else the owner?!
Absolutely! When adding collaborators, just set their access control to “Is Owner” in the creation 
process.""
Why should I clone an initiative? !
Cloning an initiative is useful because you may have multiple initiatives that are similar. Cloning 
allows you to copy the elements of your first initiative and change the small variables within 
each initiative, saving time.""
Can I clone an initiative to another space?!
Yes! When you clone, just select the new space where you would like to place the cloned 
initiative.""
What is the benefit of adding Metrics?!
Adding metrics to your initiative helps you track any measurable items associated with your 
initiative. If you had a new software product, for example, lines of code produced could be an 
associated metric.""
When updating my initiative, can I simply change the status indicator?!
Yes! You can update the status of an initiative without a text update, though the “Callibrain 
Gurus” suggest detailed updates for the best interaction.


